Only a good dairyman or field specialist knows well what the final product looks like and understands how important it is to be supported daily by our fine technologies to carry out his work.

For COMAT, it is fundamental to keep a trusting and lasting relationship with our customers. Our greatest credentials and testimonies come from the fact that a good part of our new contracts comes from satisfied returning customers who want to either enlarge their capacity of production or update their equipment. Since COMAT designs and delivers valuable solutions, and since we know how meets all the requests of this line of business, we have become a real partner for our customers.

Our passion for cheese farming and our knowledge of the technologies commit COMAT to researching and designing the best solutions possible to increase the quality of the processing technologies, but also to provide proper technical training for a better use of the machines and a constant assistance available.

For COMAT, innovating mainly means sharing innovatively with everyone. To do so, we implement our latest technologies to our entire range of products, instead of keeping them far those with a higher productivity.
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COMAT's cutting systems are adaptable to company needs. We have equipment for all types of production, which guarantees speed and quality! The production line is equipped with a cutting technique on multi-machine machines, a unique feature for the dairy industry. COMAT designs and builds fully equipped multi- purpose machines, circular or square-shaped, with a unique design. The production line is fundamental as well, since there cannot be too much or too little drainage.3

For powder production, even in confined conditions, COMAT offers accurate opening and draining equipment to bring the milk to the desired production, even in confined conditions. COMAT offers accurate opening and draining equipment to bring the milk to the desired production, even in confined conditions. The drainage process is carried out accurately and the quantity is determined by the machine. The quantity is determined by the machine, which can be measured or calculated manually. The quantity is determined by the machine, which can be measured or calculated manually. The quantity is determined by the machine, which can be measured or calculated manually.

Other features include easy operation, low maintenance, and rugged construction for a lasting service life. The machine can be used in a variety of ways, from simple operations to complex systems.

Your value dairy partner
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